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Overview

FDX was formed to define and implement high-productivity end-to-end development workflows, tooling, and practices that Foundation members and the community at large can leverage. This will enable the development of high quality, secure, compliant software, all while delivering results faster and simplifying the evaluation and consumption of that software. This program will work to better document, understand, and reduce the barriers to using modern software development practices and workflows today (for both open source and closed-source production), and create novel and complete solutions to best meet the needs of our members.

- **Better understand industry requirements** Work with the community to better understand the requirements, compliance impacts, and best practices utilized. Share best practices on improving them, as well as better communicate with the technology industry for awareness.

- **Better understand technology best practices** Just as the community needs to better inform technology how they operate, this program is a chance for the technology industry to share their own best practices and insights back into the community.

- **Create actionable recommendations to the community** It’s not enough to just share internally, but the FDX program will ensure to create collateral and assets that extend beyond their meetings and are reusable and informative to the community at large.
<Delete/cover up the logos of member firms who aren’t yet participating in your program. You can get this info from the “Custom > Organizations” section of the metrics dashboard (there’s a link on your Program’s wiki home page)>
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Activity

- Reviewed scope and plans for the ODP with Foundation staff, charted new way forward and responsibilities including a project within the FDX, approved by the PMC.
- Released and launched 2 working groups and a project.
- Worked with Foundation members on their initial ideas.
- Held first meeting for DxWG during the members meeting.
Get Involved!

Want to participate? Reach out to fdx@finos.org, and we’ll help you get involved. All are welcome, and there is something for everyone, from developers to compliance teams to those just interested in how the industry works.

Who should contribute to FDX

- Developers from FINOS Members, or in other regulated/complaint communities
- Technology vendors, evangelists, experts
- Those who impose requirements on the above
- Anyone who just liked to collaborate together

https://finosfoundation.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/FDX/overview